THE  BOURGEOISIE
rule the inventions of French engineers or workmen were for the
most part developed abroad.
The bourgeoisie of the greater part of France dreaded commer-
cial and industrial enterprises, in which its money would have been
exposed to a certain amount of risk. Bourgeois and gentlemen
alike lived chiefly on the income from their lands, which were
cultivated by tenant-farmers or metayer$\ many of them lived a life
of leisure; the saying 'to live like a rentier', or 'like a bourgeois'
(wore bourgeoiwment) was now used in the sense in which 'to live
like a noble' (vim nobkment] had been in former days. Families
acquired their fortune, as among the peasants, by a slow process
of saving.
Public office was still much sought after among the bourgeoisie,
as bringing in a small but secure salary, administrative or judicial
office being still the most popular, as it had been under the ancien
rtgime, though it was the least well paid. The well-to-do bour-
geoisie would hardly hear of any but two of the liberal professions
for their sons - the bar or medicine, both of which required a long
and expensive course of study before the degree of licmcti (licen-
tiate) or doctor could be obtained. The minor legal offices, which
were still procurable by purchase, were less highly esteemed be-
cause they did not require a university degree. By adding an official
salary or a professional income to that derived from a piece of land
and from securities, it was possible to live a comfortable middle-
class life in the towns. Bourgeois morality made it a parent's duty
to provide for the education of his sons and give them pecuniary
assistance on entering an official career or a liberal profession.
It made it incumbent upon him to give his daughter a dowry in
order to enable her to marry a man of her own social position.
Up to the end of the nineteenth century the marriage portion
(dot) remained a characteristic feature of French life. The bour-
geois still enjoyed the consciousness of forming an upper class and
disapproved of any misalliance between their sons and girls of
the working classes, Parents would still arrange a marriage be-
tween their daughter and a suitor whom the girl did not know
till he was presented to her by her parents.
During the Revolutionary crisis most of the bourgeois had lapsed
from the practice of religion; they remained indifferent to religion
or even became Voltairians} and were hostile to the influence of
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